
Lynn Cordes   
Hello and welcome to this edition of the time with Hime podcast. I'm your host Lynn Cordes 
joined by our superintendent, Mr. Hime. Hey, love April is can you believe it? 
 
Kevin Hime   
Be graduating in a month. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
That's it, and we're ready to get started and to share some things that are going on.  
 
Kevin Hime   
So excited, an outdoor graduation. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
Yes, that's different for us. We've never had an outdoor graduation. 
 
Kevin Hime   
Looks like you know, knock on wood, but things keep going, we're going to have you know, 
allow students, you know, as many seats as they've gotten in the past, maybe more, since it's 
outdoors. Very excited about that really excited that the class of 21 really get to, and the class 
of 20, they get to be the only ones that have their virtual graduation, one and done. Hopefully, I 
still feel bad for them. But if they're the only ones in history we'll always remember the class of 
20, you know the class of 20 will be remembered for virtual graduations and virtual everything 
and the class of 21 will be remembered for masks. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
It's like those Saturdays remember, I don't know if you ever had to do it, we had to do a 
Saturday school one year and when you do it, you don't ever want to do it again. So hopefully 
we'll never have virtual graduation in the way we did last year and that our students and 
seniors can have theirs. 
 
Kevin Hime   
No, I'm excited for this year, seniors. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
Yes, and it's happening. So, we're moving fast. And we'll share more details. If you're looking for 
the dates for graduation, they are on our website and social media. So, mark your calendars 
and get that prepared.  
 
Kevin Hime   
And always remember that Info at Lawton ps.org. You know, and our websites there needs to 
be user friendly, if you're having trouble finding things or whatever send it in, and we can make 
adjustments to that. 
 



Lynn Cordes   
Correct. Always we're always flexible, flexible. Enough, let's get into something that I know 
we're hearing a bunch of just discussions going on. Maybe we need some clarifications in 
understanding about the TAP Center. 
 
Kevin Hime   
Okay, we were looking at expanding opportunities, our learning opportunities for our students. 
In elementary, we got Makerspaces Pre-K through five at the high school, we're doing the Life 
Ready Center. At Middle School, one of the things we're looking to add is TAP which is a 
technical applications program. And the purpose is, we know that a portion of our students will 
be more career minded than college or military. So, if you want to go to career tech now, on 
your sophomore year, you get a day visit or they may come visit with you and you have to make 
a selection. The idea with the technical program is take those students that are hands on 
outdoors students that don't thrive in a classroom atmosphere that’s not saying they're not 
academically, they may be strong academically, they just don't like that sitting in a classroom 45 
minutes a day, they're hands on, they want to work with their hands and, and they want to be 
part of more career minded things and then academically minded things. So, we're going to 
create some introductory programs starting in the seventh grade and eighth grade, and then 
we'll move it to ninth and 10th. Where students, those four years prior to making the selection 
at Great Plains for career tech, we're going to try to introduce them over those years to six, 
eight career tech programs and give them nine week semester units on it as part of their 
instructional. So, what you'll do is we'll embed some of our math or science or history into 
some shop work and kind of work it where they'll kind of be in pods where they'll get, they'll 
still do math and science and history, but they'll also have shop time. And so, it'll be built 
around different instructors and the skills of teachers and what they're certified to teach. And 
so, it kind of will come together, who teaches it and who we work with comes together about 
as the same as the students. But it's designed to give students introduction to career tech 
programs. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And this career tech, they'll have it for a semester and then they'll move to a different type of 
career program? 
 
Kevin Hime   
Yeah, like you might have a two or four teacher team, two that do shop, and two that do two 
classes, you might have a math and you might have a history and a science teacher, and then 
two shop teachers together and so half the kids will be in history and science and half will be in 
the shop. And then they'll swap at semester and just go to a different shop or teacher the 
second semester. So, it's kind of a, it gets complicated, but it's really not. It's just to introduce 
them to as many programs as they can and give them where they they're doing something they 
like, you know, our ultimate goal is to try to find reasons to make students come to school 
students want to come to school, and so create more activities and learning opportunities for 
students that excite him or engage him. So that's kind of what the goal is with it. 
 



Lynn Cordes   
And where will the TAP center be? 
 
Kevin Hime   
Each middle school will have one because it started in seventh grade. Now since it's going to be 
tied in with three, this goes back to the three high schools three Middle School philosophy 
we're kind of rolling into. So, it might be somewhere between them. It might be a wing at the 
high school just where we can find some space where they'll have, they'll need you know, two 
or three classrooms, a couple areas that could be shop areas. And so that you know if you're 
talking about 40 students per grade, you would probably take per building. And again, it's going 
to be looking at students, you know, we talked about pushing High School credits down. Well, 
not every student's ready for algebra one, some of us don't ever want to take algebra one. And, 
you know, so what are we going to do for you know, it's like, well, we always talk about those 
kids that are, you know, academics or what they're looking you know, and it's like I say, finding 
somebody who's academic minded and going to score high on their ACT, and all that at some 
point and be a lawyer is one thing. But finding somebody who wants to be a welder, a plumber, 
or a career thing, those are harder to find now than the attorneys, you know, and I've got a 
brother, that's a welder, I got a I got a daughter, that's an attorney. So, we can all be successful, 
it's to give people opportunities, and introduce them to various programs, so they can, when 
they're making those career decisions, where those life ready decisions, as we're now calling it, 
we give them more information 7th through 12th grade to make those decisions. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And a lot more time to just kind of experience and explore. Because I know when I was 
graduating, like, what am I going to do next? And that's something that when we talk about all 
students graduating with a purpose, and with life ready, you know, pathways, then this is 
where we're starting. 
 
Kevin Hime   
Yeah, the main thing is, you know, a student may do TAP, seventh, eighth, ninth and 10th 
grade, and they get to 11th and say, you know, I want to go to the Life Ready, Center and be 
part of the AP concurrent schedule. That's okay, if they qualify, we don't ever want to be like, 
well, you got to choose as a seventh grader, are you going to be a college student, are you 
going to be taking algebra are you going to take TAP, because you’re going to be a career and 
technical student, we want to give them all students as many opportunities as we can, so that 
they have that information. Because life is short, the good, the thing we want is I enjoy my job, 
you enjoy your job, we want to make sure that our that our students, not only they graduate 
career ready in life ready, that they graduate, knowing the fields that interest them, so we can 
help them find career paths that they enjoy, that they're excited they're engaged in. And it's the 
same way with school, the more we can get them engaged in what we can do, the more they'll 
learn. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And TAP will be available for our students next year? 



 
Kevin Hime   
That's right now we're working really hard to find the space and the teachers and put it 
together at all three middle schools next year. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
Exciting. Now let's talk about the transition. We know that Tomlinson is transitioning, and those 
students will now have their pick to go to the middle school of their choice in our feeder 
schools. But that also brought up some confusion by some families getting ready to enroll about 
the boundary lines and what that looks like. 
 
Kevin Hime   
 I think technically one of the issues you get when you know, sometimes we get we’ll throw the 
legislator under the bus at the state level, but when they make decisions about students and 
where they can go to school and transfers, it trickles down to the local level. So, they're 
creating more flexibility at the state level about what students do so we have to create more 
flexibility. So back basically, our boundary lines today are going to be more about 
transportation lines. So, although we said everything east of 38th Street is now what we would 
call the Lawton Eisenhower Middle School in high school zone, and everything, excuse me, 
everything west of 38 street is Lawton Eisenhower, and the Middle School and high school and 
everything east of 38th is Lawton High, that takes like Hugh Bish Elementary and some of that 
area moves them back. Some of those students are already attending Lawton. And some of 
them they're there has siblings attending Central, or some of them that are Tomlinson, you 
know that our eighth graders this year had planned on, we may have fifth graders that want to 
go to Central, we're going to do our best to facilitate and be flexible and create transportation 
from that area to both middle schools. Again, if you got transportation, you can go to any 
Middle School, if you got transportation, you attend the high school of your choice. So, we're 
going to be in same way with elementaries. Our transportation zones will be what the boundary 
lines are for the most part. And obviously, the local area, your transportation zone, if they fill a 
school up and we're at capacity, then yes, you would, you would still you wouldn't get to pick 
your school. But right now, for the most part, all of our schools have room. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And so that's where that clarification came in. So, thank you saying that. 
 
Kevin Hime   
It does get a little complicated because it changes. You know, it wasn't that long ago that you 
wherever you were born. That's where you went to school, whether it was in district out of 
district, well, 20 years ago or so they changed the out of district and they opened up the 
boundary lines where kids could go to a school outside of the district and they came up with 
open transfers. All you had to do to go to a school outside of the district was get their signature. 
Well, now they've expanded that a little more even so if you know so they've basically done 
away with as far as attendance zones statewide. So now the attendance is where you can get 
transportation to. And our goal is to facilitate transportation to as many sites as we can. But our 



school boundary lines are really now transportation, that's where the buses will run up and 
drop you off at said school. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
Thank you for that clarification. Now. There was something else that we got from a community 
member and they were asking about mental health therapy and what we were doing as a 
school district and I thought this would a great opportunity for you to share some of the stuff 
we're doing currently in our elementary and some of the grant work that we're working on. 
 
Kevin Hime   
Well, you know, really, if you think about it, this has been a struggle, mental health, we've 
talked about this for years. We call it social emotional learning or SEL It's been on the top, you 
know, it's been the top level of our goals to try to improve that for the last three or four years, 
though, in the pandemic, the COVID, quarantines, you know, locking everything down for four 
or five months, and we've really escalated mental health as an issue and something we really 
need to work on. One thing we did this year is we purchased a curriculum called Hope Rising, 
that we're working with our counselors, it'll kind of it'll kind of funnel into our classrooms at the 
elementary level for social emotional learning. And then the second thing that's really exciting 
is we're working with the State Department of Education on a grant right now, that will get us 
about $400,000 a year extra. And, you know, anytime they give you money, if you put a little bit 
with it, and all the sudden you got a lot of money to hire additional counselors, and additional 
curriculum, got professional development training for like 200 teachers a year on how to 
recognize that and how to work with students that are struggling. So, we're excited about that. 
Because those are some things we need to do. And you know, we talk a lot about, if we need to 
do it, we need to do it, we can't let money be a barrier. And so, we've got to, you know, I guess 
as a superintendent, that's always a challenge to me is find the money to do the things that 
need to be done. Now I raised three kids, and one of the hardest things in raising your own kids 
is teaching them the difference between what they need and what they want. You've got 
teenagers, now you got a teenager. Now you know exactly what it really wants to be a 
teenager. You got one, that's a third grader going on 19. Yes. And but you understand what I'm 
saying in that in that. But the things we need. And if those tools, create an atmosphere or an 
environment where our teachers can be successful, in helping students to learn, it becomes my 
job to make sure we have the resources to acquire those tools. And when I know, we got to 
separate needs from wants, but again, that's the challenge I have to the district leaders, you 
know, you got to find what we need. What are those tools out there in 2021, in 2022, coming 
around the corner, that can better facilitate learning, and better the social emotional learning 
side? You know, do we need to get a grant if we don't get the grant? Do we not do it? You 
know, one thing, this district has done a really good job in is hiring counselors, you know, I've 
run some really good spreadsheets on how, you know, we've been concerned with enrollment 
dropping and how it looks for staffing, you know, that we've lost a lot of students over the last 
8-10 years, 15 years, we've kept the same amount of counselors. And that's important because 
counselors are very valuable to social emotional learning. So, although when we look some of 
our staffing areas and think man, you know, we're not, we haven't reduced our staff in this 
area, as we've reduced, you know, as our student numbers and reduce. So, we need to work 



toward you know, that counseling is not one of those, we need to continue to raise the number 
of counselors we have per student, and hopefully this grant will help exasperate that and get 
more counselors per student. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And I'm excited for one of our favorite parts of the podcast, which is our highlights and 
celebrations. What do we have on the table?  
 
Kevin Hime   
Well, we got the purple star presentation at Freedom Elementary, this is a, you know, again, 
we're the first school in the state to get this to work towards this purple star designation for our 
military students. And you know, it's that month and we'll all be dressed in purple, and we're 
going to have a lot of celebrities and was hoping Senator Infhofe would get to come we're not 
sure about that. But we know a lot of our local dignitaries will be there, though, some school 
leaders, were hoping Mr. Beauchamp comes because he was part of Freedom and getting that 
built. And we're going to celebrate the military child. And it's very important to us, I know 
they're going to have a parade there. And then all the other sites as well, because although 
Freedom is 1000 military kids, basically we do have them sprinkled out through the district. So, 
every site is going to be do some things to celebrate our military children. And again, we're very 
thankful of that and that's one thing we're really working hard with our flexibility to make sure 
we can continue to do that. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And that's the one thing that I'm really excited about April was, you know, our military students 
are just as much a part of the armed forces as our soldiers are because they're here back and 
they travel. Oh, yes. And they do all that. And, you know, my father, former military, my 
husband, same thing. And so, experiencing that firsthand, I really enjoyed this month and 
Purple Up is officially Friday, April 16. And then this purple star designation but on our social 
media, we have been celebrating all month long and continue to look for those month of the 
military child. Let's talk about officer Winfrey and his recognition. He was at his CLEET Academy 
and he received an award. He was the inspiration officer of the whole entire thing. 
 
Kevin Hime   
Yes, and they gave him awards and of all the people there you know, he was the person that 
everybody liked. And he made friends with everybody and it was very emotional ceremony. 
How great he was and how he worked with the whole team and very exciting he's a 
representative of LPS and Lawton Public Schools and the community and does that with a lot of 
dignity, so it was great. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And I know our Learning Tree Family is proud of him. And we definitely love him out there. And 
then another great thing you know, we've had testing going on, and all our students and staff 
are doing phenomenal. It's a lot of work. And you know, just to prepare and get our students 
ready, but give a shout out to what Daniel and our chief has done to help with that.  



 
Kevin Hime   
Oh yeah, you know, with testing, we always try to get a good meal to the kids, and they all 
wanted pizza. So, we're working with Domino's and Daniels put that together, we can get 
Domino's Pizza. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And for our virtual kids that are coming in. 
 
Kevin Hime   
For our virtual kids that are coming in, and our other kids and then Chief and our officers, 
they're playing pizza delivery guys. So, they're helping deliver the pizza and making sure kids get 
their pizza. So that's exciting. Again, it's about working together to move forward. And it's 
exciting when you see our child nutrition, working with a community, one of our community 
businesses and working with our officers to put it together to make a better situation for 
students because again, virtual students coming in to test, first it's a struggle always to get 
anyone wanting to come take a test. And state testing has always been, headaches a bad word, 
but it's always been a little bit of a struggle because nobody likes to sit down and take a test all 
day or test for two or three days. So, it kind of lessens the blow of the struggles of testing. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And now we're getting towards the end of our school year. But there's a lot of things coming 
up. We have summer school preparations, we also have athletic physicals coming up, and we 
have that on our website and on our social media. So, you guys can mark your calendars to get 
your physicals for next year. 
 
Kevin Hime   
You know, summer school summer activities., like you said, the physicals that start next month 
and with the COVID. You know, we talk about our COVIDs almost gone. I think we have one 
student right now positive no adults; we've almost been adult free since we taken the shot. You 
know, students can get shots, they continue to move that age down. That's not something 
we're requiring. I'm sure in some cases, parents are going to look at it. And that's a parental 
decision. It does change the quarantine rules, which is really good. You know, we're sitting here 
thinking one more month of wearing masks and we can look forward to hopefully next year 
when we start school we'll be past all of that. But right now, it's just crazy. But you take the 
time to look at the web page and find information and again, if you can't find what you're 
looking for, share it with us. We'll try to make it easier. There's a lot on there and we try to 
make as few clicks as possible. We know if you got to make eight clicks to find something you 
quit after six because that's I am well I usually quit after 3 if I can't find it. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
You're like, oh, I can't find it! 
 
Kevin Hime   



We try to simplify that for our parents and our families and our students. So again, we want to 
make sure we're getting as much information to you as we can because there's just so much 
going on right now. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
And I'm excited it's a busy time for us and lots of celebrations. I don't want to keep you any 
more so or longer. I'd like to keep you all day I'm sure, but I don't know if you guys want to 
hang out with us for hours.  
 
Kevin Hime   
No, Bello doesn't have that much battery. Shout out to Bella for our new studio. He's got his 
chairs and we're getting there. Yes, it is very nice. We're excited about that. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
We appreciate his work and effort and thanks to people for listening. 
 
Kevin Hime   
And again, share questions with us we'd like to answer and we're getting to that time of year 
and I know you know with the Life Ready Center and the Makerspaces and TAP there's a lot of 
questions people have, rumors are the enemy of a school. So, if you've got questions be sure 
and share them you know any emails we get we try to answer them or send them to somebody 
to answer or answer them here on the podcast. 
 
Lynn Cordes   
That's right. We want we want to give you guys the best information and the most accurate 
coming from us and we're your source for all things LPS. Thank you for your time. Thank you 
guys. Until next week when we come back, be well stay safe and make positive impacts. Have a 
great weekend. 


